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makes it particularly difficult for companies that
While dialog system technology is advancing, there is a lack of
would like to implement natural language dialog
theory allowing the vastly different domains for systems to be
interfaces to predict how long a system will take
compared. As a result, all predictions of the cost of building a
new dialog system must be made by a dialog expert based on
to implement or how well the final system can
intuition and experience. Recently it has been proposed that
be expected to work.
entropy can be used as a complexity measure for dialog systems.
These calculations would require domain specifications and
understanding of information theory. This paper introduces the
Domain Complexity Analysis Tool, or DomCAT. With this
tool, anyone with basic knowledge of dialog systems can
calculate system complexities and create new dialog domain
specifications, and dialog complexity calculations can become
standard for the field.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Dialog systems can differ in many ways,
including type of interaction (cooperating on a
task, asking for a service, explaining, etc...),
length of typical dialogs, and degree of mixed
initiative. Having such a wide variety of dialog
systems makes them widely applicable but has
several drawbacks. It is difficult to compare the
performance of systems because the tasks they
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A measure of complexity for dialog system
domains is a quantity that gives the difficulty of
the dialog task, similar to time and space
complexity for algorithms. With a complexity
measure, new proposed systems can be
compared to existing ones, predicting the
expected performance of the finished product.
Complexity provides a basis for studying and
making
claims
about
the
scalability,
predictability and robustness of dialog systems.
Some complexity measures for dialog
processing based on entropy have been
proposed but are not yet widely used [7].
This work describes the Domain Complexity
Analysis Tool (DomCAT). With this tool, the
entropy of the set of possible user utterances can
be easily calculated before or after system
implementation and used as a dialog complexity
measure. The complexity can be calculated
based on either a corpus or a grammar. In
addition, the tool can be used to guide the user
in the creation of a new domain. System
analyses for new domains can be completed and
the complexity compared to existing dialog
systems. Using DomCAT, all of this can be
done without expert knowledge of either
information theory or dialog processing.

2.

ENTROPY AS COMPLEXITY

Entropy has long been used in natural language
processing as a measure of syntactic
complexity, and it has recently been proposed as
a measure of semantic and ambiguity
complexity as well [7]. Entropy is the number
of bits per symbol that are required to transmit
information. Dialog complexity, then, is the
expected bits of information per utterance
transmitted from the user to the computer.
For a domain with sentences S = {s1, s2, ..., sn}
and semantic forms M={m1, m2, …, mk} the
syntactic
complexity(SynC),
semantic
complexity (SemC) and ambiguity complexity
(AmbC) of the domain are defined as follows
[7]:
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Calculating these complexity values for a dialog
domain requires defining all possible user
utterances as well as the probability of each.
The DomCAT tool gives a way to calculate the
entropy based on a corpus of user interaction or
a probabilistic grammar of syntactic and
semantic forms1. In addition, the tool provides a
way to aid a new dialog system-builder in
creating the semantic and syntactic sets from
sample dialog.
3.

DomCAT FUNCTIONALITY

The DomCAT system implements the entropy
calculations described above as well as aiding in
1

Discussion of these algorithms is beyond the scope of this
paper.

creating the domain syntax and semantics. As
the syntax and semantics are defined, the
complexity is updated for comparison with other
implemented systems and their corresponding
evaluation measures. This tool allows the
complexity theory to be put immediately into
practice in analyzing domains, and the analyses
can be completed without expert knowledge of
the entropy calculations.
The tool can be used with whatever starting data
the system builder has available. This could be
a Complexity Grammar, which is a simple
stochastic context-free grammar that can
represent either semantics or syntax for a dialog
system [7]. A corpus of actual or imagined
system use may also be available. If no data at
all is available, either of these can be built using
DomCAT.
There are two ways to calculate the domain
complexities described. A corpus can be used
as a representative sample of the syntactic and
semantic forms available in the domain. These
calculations are straightforward from the
definitions of complexity. The complexity of
the domain can also be calculated based on
grammars of the syntax and semantics in the
domain. This is especially useful when the
system is still in the developmental stages.
The system is started in grammar display mode.
The analyst can load a completed Complexity
Grammar into the program and calculate its
complexity automatically, as seen in Figure 1.
Notice that each line tells the complexity of that
semantic grammar rule, and the complexity of
the overall domain is the complexity of the start
rule. If the analyst wants to change the existing
grammar or to create a new one, he can enter the
grammar building mode. The program prompts
the analyst for a corpus of user statements for
the domain. The system aids the analyst in
creating semantics or syntax rules of the user

statement and calculates probabilities of the
rules based on the corpus. In this way, the
dialog complexity calculations can be done with
as little expert knowledge as possible.

information. To test its functionality, the
DomCAT program was used to analyze several
domains of existing dialog systems.
4.

COMPLEXITY RESULTS

One of the benefits of DomCAT and the
entropy-based measure of complexity is the
ability to compare very different dialog systems
based on whatever data is available. We have
calculated the complexity of several domains
according to the data available: either corpusbased or grammar-based, syntactic or semantic,
human-human or human-computer.

Figure 1: Grammar Display Mode

Figure 2: Grammar Building Mode
After creating the grammar, the system will
switch back into the grammar display mode to
calculate the resulting complexity. At any point
a grammar can be loaded and then amended.
The grammar that is already loaded is used as a
starting point in the building process, and more
sentences can be read in. The result is a system
that can be used to incrementally approach the
most accurate complexity given more and more

The dialog systems that have been analyzed
include the Duke Programming Tutor [6], an
interactive, multi-media system that helps
students learn to program in Pascal. The data for
this system was from a Wizard of Oz
experiment, meaning that the computer’s
statements in the dialog are actually controlled
by a person without the user’s knowledge. The
next system analyzed is the JUST-TALK system
[4], a dialog system used to train police officers
to interact effectively with people with mental
illness. The Circuit Fix-it Shop [8] is a spoken
dialog system in which the computer aids in the
repair of a toy circuit. The computer has
information about wire configuration, voltages,
and settings for making the circuit work
correctly. Finally, we analyzed a pseudoWizard of Oz corpus from TRAINS-95 [1].
This dialog system asks the user to complete a
routing of train cars and cargo. A pseudoWizard of Oz dialog is similar to a Wizard of
Oz setup, but the user understands that he is
speaking with another person.
To compare the systems, we created semantic
Complexity Grammars for each system. The
results, along with the types of available data,
are given in Figure 3. The results show that the
DomCAT system can be used to analyze real,
sizeable dialog systems. These values can be

used as a basis of comparison for other dialog
systems.
Dialog
System

Available
Data

Complexity

Pascal Tutor

Wizard-of-Oz
transcripts

6.067

JUST-TALK

System
transcripts
with
semantics

9.096

Circuit Fix-it Syntax-to14.054
Shop
semantics
grammar and
system
transcripts
TRAINS

PseudoWizard-of-Oz
transcripts
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CONCLUSION

The area of dialog systems can greatly benefit
from a theoretical framework to compare
systems and evaluation results. The entropybased complexity measures can provide this
framework, and the DomCAT system allows
these complexity values to be calculated easily,
with no knowledge of information theory and
basic knowledge of dialog processing.
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